
Southern Paparoa Journey – Information Sheet 
 

The Proposal 
 
A new track is being investigated for the southern Paparoa Range (just north of 
Greymouth) that would link the Croesus Track to Sewell Peak Road above Taylorville.  
If completed the Southern Paparoa Journey would provide an overnight tramping 
opportunity and possibly a mountain bike ride of renown for its views, visible history and 
significant natural values.  To link the top of Sewell Peak Road to the Croesus Track 
approximately 17km of new track is required.  The new section of track is likely to be 
formed as an Easy Tramping Track standard to be consistent with the Croesus: Ces Clark 
to Smoke Ho car park, and to allow for mountain-biking.  A new hut would be required 
in the vicinity of Mt Watson or Mt Leitch.  With a good standard of track in place, a day 
walk along to Mt Davey and return to the Sewell Peak Road would be popular.    
 
Access to the start of the track would be via vehicle using the Sewell Peak Road allowing 
a large altitude gain so users would begin their trip at 850m above sea level.  The Sewell 
Peak Road is steep and narrow, crosses private land at the beginning and allows servicing 
of the various valuable telecommunications equipment at the top.  For these reasons it is 
envisaged that a licensed transport operator would take walkers to the start of the track.  
A transport service could also operate for the Blackball trackhead.  An alternate route 
may be provided to allow mountain bikers and trampers direct access to/from the 
Taylorville Road. 
 
The mixture of easy access to an alpine zone with comfortable ridge travel affording 
spectacular views and incorporating the area’s distinctive history and natural features 
would set this track apart from all others. 
 
The distinctive features and strengths of the proposed Southern Paparoa Journey are: 

 The ever-changing scenery from this track is superb with vistas of Mt Cook, the 
Southern Alps and the coastline on a clear day, and being mostly tops travel 
walkers will revel in the views. 

 The spectacular landscape, landforms and geology along the route, with sandstone 
tors, conglomerate rock outcrops, fault scarps, coal seams, active slips, rolling 
terrain and occasional quartz veins. 

 The track would showcase the natural features in this area including tussock 
grasslands, alpine plants and home to the Great Spotted Kiwi. 

 Walkers will follow an historic miner’s route, the Coolgardie track, in the first 
two hours from leaving Sewell Peak Road.  It was once a travel route between 
Roa and the Brunner coalmines in the days when cross country travel was a 
necessity rather than a recreational activity.  Today the old route is evident from 
the remaining large cairns, and rock kerbing. 

 Good views are gained into operational mining areas such as Spring Creek 
coalmine, Roa coalmine and the Grey River dredge, and serve as a reminder of 
the coal and gold resource in this area. 



 Vehicle access to the top of the range and a good standard of track would allow 
people of most abilities to at least complete a day walk. 

 The start of the walk is effectively only 30 minutes drive from the centre of 
Greymouth, making it ideal for day visitors. 

 The new track would link up nicely with the existing Croesus Track and provide a 
good weekend trip for Coasters and Cantabrians. 

 The region needs to encourage tourists to stay longer (and spend more) on the 
West Coast therefore this initiative would add value as a visitor attraction. 

 
 
What do you think? 
 
Solid Energy has joined forces with the Department of Conservation to investigate this 
initiative and to consider its feasibility.  It is also important to seek input from the local 
community on this proposal.  We would appreciate your feedback on the following 
questions. 
 
Do you support the development of the Southern Paparoa Journey? Why? 
 
 
If not – why not?   
 
 
What are your interests (if any) in this track? 
 
 
Do you see any major constraints to the track’s successful operation? 
 
 
Would it be appropriate for the track to be developed and operated by a community trust? 
 
 
Would you like to be involved, and if so in what capacity? 
 
 
Any further comments on the proposal? 
 
 
 
 
Please post comments to: Anne Relling, C/o Department of Conservation, PO Box 
370, Greymouth or drop off at your nearest DOC office or email to: 
annerelling@snap.net.nz  
 
 
 



 
Mountain biking (excerpt from Draft Feasibility Study) 
 
Mountain bikes are currently allowed on the Croesus Track outside the busy tramping 
season: no cycling is allowed between 25 December and 25 January inclusive and the 
Easter period.  A guidebook “Classic New Zealand Mountain Bike Rides” by the Kennett 
brothers includes the Croesus Track as a daytrip and grades it as 4+ 1.   Tony Coll, the 
president of the Westland Mountain Bike Club, rates the Croesus ride as one of the best 
on the Coast.  “The track contains a mix of terrain, from rocky sections to single track 
and wider, benched sections, and the gradual uphill climb makes for an awesome 
descent.”2  
 
Dependent on the track standard selected it may be possible to mountain bike the 
proposed Southern Paparoa Journey.  If mountain biking is accommodated on the new 
track it would align well with the existing activity on the Croesus Track.  The entire 
length of the Southern Paparoa Journey (including the Croesus Track) would be 
approximately 26km and this is achievable in a day’s ride or could be broken into two 
days.     
 
When mountain biking and tramping both occur on a track there can be potential for 
conflict between the users.  The conflict can be real i.e. a crash between biker and walker, 
or perceived i.e. the walker may feel nervous about the possibility of a crash.  The 
Croesus Track survey completed over the summer of 2006/07 showed that 15% of users 
were biking the track.  Of the bikers surveyed all considered themselves and their groups 
as intermediate or above in skill level.  Only two people commented on any conflict in 
the survey, one problem with a dog and the other was a tramper nearly hit by a mountain 
biker.3 
 
The Queen Charlotte Track in the Marlborough Sounds also allows mountain biking but 
with a restricted season.  It is closed to mountain biking between 1st December to 28th 
February each summer between Ship Cove and Kenepuru Saddle.  In the abovementioned 
Queen Charlotte Track survey it was noted that no walkers were struck by a bike during 
the 12 month period of the survey.  Furthermore out of 1,327 post-visit survey responses 
8% included negative comments about biker interaction.  Sutton concluded that the 
overall level of conflict between walkers and bikers was low, and the diversity is 
perceived by many to add to the experience.  The survey showed that 19% of the total 
users of the track were mountain bikers. 
 
 
The Active NZ Survey revealed that 6.2% of New Zealanders participate in mountain 
biking (at least once in a 12 month period).4  Mountain bike trails and parks have become 
very popular in the last few years and an outstanding example is the Central Otago Rail 

                                                
1 Grade 1 is easy and flat, and Grade 6 requires extreme skills with high risk 
2 Westland Mountain Bike Club website article by Tui Pizzato (Greymouth Star) Mar 2009 
3 Note that it was a small survey sample size of 109. 
4 SPARC Active NZ Survey 2007/08, SPARC website 



Trail.  Visitors to the trail has risen markedly since it was officially opened in February 
2000 and in 2004 it received approximately 80,000 users.  One of the key factors to its 
popularity would be that it is available to almost all capabilities.  There are also a number 
of supporting services which make the logistics fairly straightforward for mountain 
bikers.  This is similar to the Queen Charlotte Track with regular transport services to 
each end and the option of pack transport.  


